Digital Twin's Business
Intelligence Capabilities
Helping you enhance your world

Features and
Benefits

Digital Twin's management console visualization,
report automation and PowerBi capabilities.

Real-time data
visualization.

Management Console Visualization Capabilities

Data visualization via
Digital Twin’s
management console
and other business
intelligence tools
(PowerBi, Google data
studio, etc).

to any business process. Combining real time and legacy data through automated

Data visualisation on Digital Twin's console is the executive tool of choice to add insight
scripts allows disparate data sources to tell the story through carefully crafted
visualization widgets. On the fly reports, with custom notifications and flows make this
an invaluable tool for every executive on a digital migration path to improve business
metrics.

Multi-layer visuals and
data analytics.
Custom dashboards
tailored to your
specifications.
Auto- generated
reporting features and
aggregation tools.
Access your data
anywhere and anytime.

We have a wide range of widgets and features to suit your every need, from data tables,
time distribution charts, pie charts, line graphs, bar graphs and many more visualization
tools.
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Digital Twin's console supports custom processing functions with embedded coding sections for advanced
processing. Add to that built in functions with Node Red embedded for the less techy guys all wrapped by a
modular and extensible architecture that caters for plugging in any language micro-service.

Report Automation
We

offer

including

report

automation

customizable

features,

timeframes

which

enable you to skip the hassle of manually
generating

reports.

The

management

console’s automated reports feature gives you
the tools you need to create, customize,
download and share your own auto-generated
reports.
All reports can be downloaded as a Microsoft
Excel document, giving you the ability to
further organize, analyze, manipulate and
manage your data. Our management console’s
reporting feature has aggregation tools to
help get more out of your data with a single
setup.

Data Visualization Capabilities via PowerBi
We further bring your data to life using business intelligent tools such as Microsoft’s PowerBi. With cloud
based PowerBi, you are able to access your data from anywhere at anytime.
Look at multiple points at a time with the tooltips, for example with sales you can view the date of sale,
number of units sold, and the profit made by simply hovering over a point on a graph.

Through the use of PowerBi, Digital Twin can offer rich powerful dashboards to keep you up to date with
scheduled refreshes.

PowerBi Mobile
Mobile PowerBi keeps you in the know while on the move with an app accessible on any device. This is
flexible and secure mobile access from anywhere at any time.

PowerBi Automation
Digital Twin offers PowerBi Automation with Azure, Power Automate and more tools like CLI and
PowerShell to deliver a smooth running of reports. We give you access to automated dashboard creation,
user rights assignments and Bi file uploads. We further simplify the process with workflows to reduce the
redundancy of certain tasks.

Get in contact with our team to find out more about how our digital intelligence capabilities can help solve
your data visualisation problems.

